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Temperature-modulated differential scanning calorimetry 共MDSC兲 measurements on Six Se1⫺x glasses show
glass transitions to be thermally reversing in character in the composition window 0.20⬍x⬍0.27. Raman
scattering shows a trimodal distribution of vibrational modes, identified with corner-sharing 共CS兲, edge-sharing
共ES兲, and Se-chain modes 共CM兲. In the floppy region, 0⬍x⬍0.19, these modes are symmetric and are
characteristic of a random network. In the transition region, 0.20⬍x⬍0.27, the ES and CM split into doublets
suggesting appearance of extended range structural correlations. In the percolatively rigid region, x⬎0.27, the
CS mode in addition to the ES and CM also splits into a doublet indicating growth of substantial medium range
structure. The large compositional width (0.20⬍x⬍0.27) associated with Raman elastic thresholds coincides
with the thermally reversing window from MDSC.

I. INTRODUCTION

r̄⫽r̄ c ⫽2.40.

The nature of the floppy to rigid transition in network
glasses continues to be one of the central issues in glass
science that could impact other areas of condensed-matter
science. Unlike many other transitions encountered in physics which occur either as a function of temperature or pressure or an external field, the stiffness transition manifests
most directly in the elastic behavior of a network as a function of connectivity or mean coordination number (r̄).
Changes in network connectivity of glasses in the laboratory
are achieved by compositional tuning a binary or a ternary
glass system. Compositional changes lead inevitably to
changes in glass molecular structure. Understandably therefore the stiffness transition has structure-related consequences, noted1 in microscopic measurements nearly a decade back. The physics of the transition itself has stimulated
broad interest. It is widely believed that the glass forming
tendency of melts are optimized in the vicinity of the stiffness transition. It may provide a means to understand the
origin of glass forming tendency in inorganic glasses, in organic polymers and in biological macromolecules where different types of forces come into play and serve as mechanical
constraints2 to freeze in disorder as melts are cooled.
Historically, ideas on the stiffness transition evolved in
1979 from attempts to develop a microscopic theory2 of glass
formation, and application of percolation theory3 to describe
onset of rigidity. J. C. Phillips suggested that for a covalently
bonded network constrained by bond-stretching 共␣兲 and
bond-bending 共␤兲 forces, the glass forming tendency will be
optimized when the number of constraints/atom (n c ) equal
the degrees of freedom (n d ). Enumeration of ␣ and ␤ constraints for a three-dimensional 共3D兲 network showed that
the condition

M. F. Thorpe3 recognized that a normal mode analysis of
undercoordinated networks (r̄⬍r̄ c ) yields zero-frequency or
floppy mode solutions, whose number per atom f equals

n c ⫽n d

共1兲

is satisfied when the mean-coordination number (r̄) of a network acquires a critical value 2.40:
0163-1829/2000/61共22兲/15061共16兲/$15.00
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f ⫽n d ⫺n c .

共2兲

共3兲

In a mean-field theory, the variation of f with network connectivity r̄ is linear, and rigidity onsets when f extrapolates to
zero as r̄ increases to 2.40. Subsequently, more realistic
model variations of f (r̄) emerged from numerical simulations on atypical 共diamond兲 networks and showed f (r̄) to
decrease linearly with r̄ at r⬍2.40 and to vary exponentially
at r̄⬎2.40. More recently, numerical simulations on 2D generic networks containing a million atoms or more have become feasible using an integer algorithm.4 For 3D networks,
such simulations on atypical networks reveal that the stiffness transition occurs close to the mean-field value at r̄ c
⫽2.385. A variety of experiments on inorganic glasses have
revealed5,6 anomalies near a mean coordination of 2.40. Of
these experiments elastic constants7,8 and low-frequency vibrational density of states measurements9,10 have been particularly insightful in elucidating aspects of the stiffness transition. The existence of a solitary stiffness transition in
glasses near r̄⫽2.40, however, has become a matter of some
recent discussions. J. C. Phillips has recently suggested11 that
effective medium theories of disordered solids are likely to
be poor approximations near phase transitions, and that there
may actually be two stiffness transitions. In the face of these
interesting ideas, it becomes essential to establish those generic features of experimental results that are model independent to understand the nature of the stiffness transition in
glasses.
The binary Six Se1⫺x glass system represents an attractive
prototypical IV-VI glass system in which mean-field theory
would predict the stiffness transition to occur near the glass
composition x⬃0.20 corresponding to r̄ c ⫽2.40. The fourfold coordination of Si and twofold coordination of Se in
these glasses has been verified by neutron diffraction12 and
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Se k-edge x-ray fine-structure measurement.12 The glass system has been the subject of Raman scattering13–16 and IR
absorption,17 Si29 solid-state nuclear magnetic resonance18
共NMR兲, in addition to differential scanning calorimetry19
共DSC兲 and Molar volume measurements17 as well. The molecular structure of these glasses at x⭐ 31 has been modeled
both in terms of a stochastic random network,16 and in terms
of a cross-linked edge-sharing 共ES兲-chain network.14 Given
the wealth of these structure results, the Six Se1⫺x binary
glass system appears to be particularly attractive for the proposed stiffness transition studies. Our interest in this binary
also stems from the fact that we have recently examined6 the
onset of rigidity in a companion IV-VI glass system, the
Gex Se1⫺x binary. It is of interest to compare and contrast
results on these two binaries and to establish features of elasticity and glass structure that are common as well as different, results that are likely to have a bearing on the physical
nature of the stiffness transition in glasses.
Our present Raman-scattering studies complemented by
temperature modulated differential scanning calorimetry
measurements reveal that there are two stiffness transitions
in the Six Se1⫺x binary glass system; transition 1 at x
⫽x c (1)⫽0.20(1) corresponding to a mean coordination of
2.40, and transition 2 at x⫽x c (2)⫽0.270(5) corresponding
to a r̄⫽2.54(1). Transition 1 represents the onset while transition 2 the completion of rigidity in a percolative sense.
Furthermore, the optical elastic measurements show that
transition 1 appears second order while transition 2 first order in nature. The consequences of these observations in relation to the stiffness transition in chalcogenide glasses are
discussed.
The paper is organized in five sections as follows. Details
of sample synthesis and characterization by Raman scattering and modulated differential scanning calorimetry 共MDSC兲
appear in Sec. II. Raman line-shape deconvolution procedures used and the ensuing vibrational spectroscopy results
are presented in Sec. III. The implications of the vibrational
spectroscopy results on glass molecular structure, and the
nature of the stiffness transition in the Si-Se binary are discussed in Sec. IV. The principal conclusions of this work are
summarized in Sec. V.
II. EXPERIMENT
A. Sample synthesis and handling

99.9999% Si chips and 99.9999% Se chips from Cerac,
Inc. were weighed in the desired proportion and reacted in
evacuated (5⫻10⫺7 Torr) quartz tubings at 1100 °C for typically 5–7 days with intermittent mixing. Melt size was kept
at 2 g at each composition. Quartz tubings of 5-mm i.d. and a
6-mm o.d. were baked at 900 °C and pumped down to 5
⫻10⫺7 Torr prior to vacuum encapsulation of the starting
materials. Melt temperatures were then lowered to T l
⫹50 °C and the melts equilibrated for several hours at the
lower temperature prior to a quench in cold water. Here T l
represents the liquidus temperature, and values of T l were
taken from the known phase diagram14,19 of the Si-Se binary.
Six Se1⫺x glasses are known to be moisture prone and give
out a rather unpleasant odor due to formation of H2Se in a
humid ambient. For this reason, the micro-Raman measurements on the glass samples were performed in the quartz
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tubings used to synthesize the samples. For scanning calorimetric measurements, glass samples were transferred to hermetically sealed Al pans, in a glove box using dry N2 gas as
an ambient. For MDSC measurements, Al pans and lids were
thoroughly dried by heating in a vacuum line, prior to hermetically sealing the samples in a dry nitrogen ambient using
a glove box.
The three polymorphs of c-SiSe2 were synthesized as follows. The high-temperature 共ht兲 phase was obtained by cooling homogeneous SiSe2 melts to 800 °C and retaining them
at that temperature for a week. A different process was employed to obtain the metastable medium-temperature 共mt兲
and low-temperature 共lt兲 phases. The starting elemental chips
in the desired ratio were thoroughly crushed to a fine powder, first separately and then mixed together in the desired
ratio. The mixtures were sealed in evacuated quartz ampules
after several purges with He gas. The mt phase was obtained
by slowly 共10 °C/h兲 bringing the mixture up to 525 °C and
retaining it at that temperature for several weeks. The lt
phase was obtained by a parallel heating process, except the
final temperature of the mixture was held at 400 °C for a
week. Reaction of the elements to produce the desired polymorph could be monitored in situ by periodically recording
Raman spectra of the samples in the quartz tubings. The lt
phase and the stoichiometric glass appeared reddish-brown,
while the mt and the ht phase yellowish-orange in color.
B. Glass transitions and nonreversing heat flow

Glass transition temperatures T g were established using a
Model 2920 temperature modulated differential scanning
calorimeter 共MDSC兲 from TA Instruments, Inc. In contrast
to a DSC, in an MDSC scan, one programs a sinusoidal
temperature variation superposed on the linear T ramp. This
permits deconvoluting the total endothermic heat flow near
the glass transition into a reversing and a nonreversing
component.20 The reversing component tracks the sinusoidal
T variation, and is ascribed to thermodynamic specific heat
changes in a sample upon heating. On the other hand, the
nonreversing heat flow component is ascribed to kinetic processes and the enthalpic changes accompanying structural
reorganization of the glass network as it softens near T g .
Typical MDSC scan rate conditions used were as follows.
The linear temperature ramp was programmed to have a
slope of 3 °C per 60 sec, while the sinusoidal temperature
variation to have an amplitude of 1 °C and a time period of
100 sec. Figures 1–3 provide examples of MDSC scans of
present glasses; Fig. 1 represents an MDSC trace taken at
low x (x⫽0.15), Fig. 2 at medium x (x⫽0.22), and Fig. 3 at
high x (x⫽0.333). At each composition, we established T g
and ⌬C p from the reversing heat flow using the inflection
point of the endotherm to define the T g . Thus, even though a
glass transition is typically 30 °C wide, the inflection point
can reproducibly localize the transition to less than 2 °C.
Note that the shape of the total heat-flow endotherm changes
with glass composition due to the kinetic heat-flow component. On the other hand, the reversing heat-flow component
of the endotherm always displayed a characteristic steplike
change at T g . At all glass compositions the nonreversing
heat-flow peak occurs as a precursor to the softening transition (T g ) as can be seen in the Figs. 1–3 共compare nonre-
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FIG. 1. MDSC scan of a Si0.15Se0.85 glass showing the heat flow
共total兲, deconvoluted into the nonreversing and the reversing heat
flow. The presence of a sizeable nonreversing heat flow in this
undercoordinated glass shifts the apparent glass transition T app
g 共accessible from the heat flow兲 to a lower value by 8 °C in relation to
the T g deduced from the reversing heat flow. Excursions along positive y axis represent endothermic processes.

versing heat-flow and reversing heat-flow scans兲. Figure 4共a兲
provides a summary of T g (x) variation in the present binary
glasses. One finds that the T g (x) variation is monotonically
increasing with x and the slope dT g /dx increases remarkably
at x⬎0.31. We also note that T g at x⫽0.34 is larger than at
x⫽ 13 with the slope dT g /dx decreasing sharply once x⬎ 31 .
The smooth T g (x) variation of Fig. 4共a兲 has also proved to
be a useful check of glass compositions in synthesis of
samples.
The MDSC scans of Figs. 1–3 also reveal a sizable nonreversible heat flow (⌬H nr) in glasses at low x 共undercoordinated兲 and at high x 共overcoordinated兲, with a minimum in
⌬H nr occurring in the mid-x region 共near optimal coordination兲. In Fig. 4共b兲, we have plotted the nonreversing heatflow ⌬H nr(x) variation, and find that it displays a broad and
nearly flat minimum that begins sharply near x c (1)⫽0.20
and ends abruptly near x c (2)⫽0.27. The intrinsic value of

FIG. 2. MDSC scan of a Si0.22Se0.78 glass showing T app
g and T g
approach each other as the nonreversing heat-flow endotherm
(⌬H nr) decreases qualitatively when the network becomes optimally coordinated.
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FIG. 3. MDSC scan of a SiSe2 glass displaying a sizeable ⌬H nr
in an overcoordinated glass which results in T app
g being nearly 22 °C
less than T g . See Fig. 1 caption and text for details.

MDSC in glass science studies derives from the ⌬H nr term
that appears to be correlated to the stiffness transition as we
shall discuss later.
The glass transitions deduced from the total heat-flow
and these afford a
scans will henceforth be labeled as T app
g
means to compare the present MDSC results with previous

FIG. 4. 共a兲 T g (x) and ⌬C p (x) variation and 共b兲 ⌬H nr(x) as a
function of Si concentration x in binary Six Se1⫺x glasses. Note that
T g (x) and ⌬C p (x) vary monotonically with x, while ⌬H nr(x) displays a threshold behavior, a broad and deep minimum in the
0.21⬍x⬍0.26 composition range.
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C. Raman-scattering procedure

FIG. 5. 共a兲 T app
g (x) and T g (x) variation in Six Se1⫺x glasses deduced from MDSC measurements revealing T app
g (x)⬍T g (x) when
nonreversing heat-flow processes occur in undercoordinated 关 x
⬍x c (1) 兴 and overcoordinated 关 x⬎x c (2) 兴 glasses. 共b兲 T app
g (x) correlates well with previous T g results from DSC measurements of
Johnson et al. 共Ref. 12兲 and M. Tenhover et al. 共Ref. 17兲 at indicated Six Se1⫺x glass compositions.

DSC results on these glasses. Our T app
g variation 关Fig. 5共b兲兴 is
in good agreement with the work of Tenhover et al.17 and
Johnson et al.19 The presence of kinetic heat-flow processes
can cause apparent shifts in the T app
g from the actual T g . This
is more clearly seen in Fig. 5共a兲, where we compare the T app
g
and T g on Six Se1⫺x glasses from our MDSC measurements.
when x increases to 0.20 can be
The sudden jump in T app
g
traced to ⌬H nr→0. Likewise, the deviation between T g and
at x⬎x c (2) grows 关Fig. 5共a兲兴 as ⌬H nr increases 关Fig.
T app
g
4共b兲兴, but it is much smaller than the jump near x c (1). The
kinetic heat flow is also related to sample history. For example, a second MDSC scan at x⫽0.15 taken immediately
following one on a virgin glass 共that has relaxed at room
temperature for days兲, reveals a significantly smaller nonreversing heat flow, understandably because relaxation processes in such undercoordinated glasses are slow, as discussed elsewhere.20 For these reasons, MDSC measurements
were taken on virgin glass samples that had relaxed at room
temperature for weeks.

Spectra of the glasses were taken with a Model T64000
triple monochrometer system from Instruments S.A.
equipped with a charge-coupled device 共CCD兲 detector and a
microscope attachment. The magnification of the microscope
objective was 80X yielding a spatial resolution of 1–2 m.
The 647.1-nm line from a Kr⫹ ion laser was used to excite
the scattering, and light was detected in a back scattering
configuration. In our experiments, we used 1.25 mW of laser
power on a glass sample 共encapsulated in a quartz tube兲 to
excite the scattering. At this low power level, the glass
sample temperature was established to be 27⫾5 °C from the
Raman Stokes-anti-Stokes scattering intensity ratio.21 When
we increased the laser power level to 2.25 mW, the sample
temperature increased to 67⫾5 °C. Larger signals could be
obtained from the glass samples at the higher laser power but
we also noticed subtle changes in the observed Raman line
shapes of the glasses, suggesting possibly, the presence of
photostructural effects. For these reasons, Raman-scattering
measurements were performed consistently at 1.25 mW of
incident laser power at all glass compositions.
The triple monochrometer system was calibrated using a
Ne discharge lamp which revealed three atomic transitions at
84.38, 146.38, and 299.63 cm⫺1 in the CCD spectral window
共10–390 cm⫺1兲. The window was kept unchanged throughout the measurements. In fact, the stability of the spectrometer system was tracked periodically by recording Ne spectra
during the course of the Raman measurements. The entrance
slit width was kept at 50 m 共0.78 cm⫺1兲 for recording the
Ne calibration lines and at 200 m 共3.12 cm⫺1兲 for recording
spectra of the glasses. Spectra of the glasses were averaged
over nine accumulations, each lasting 9 sec. A minimum of
three locations on a glass sample were studied. Each spectrum was least-squares fit to a superposition of appropriate
number of Gaussians to extract mode-centroid (¯ ) mode
width 共⌫兲 and mode-normalized scattering strength (A), using a software package called Labcalc marketed by Galactic,
Inc. We were unable to detect spatial variations in the Raman
line shapes of our glass samples that would suggest presence
of inhomogeneities due to incomplete alloying.
D. Compositional dependence of Raman spectra

Figure 6 provides representative spectra of the glasses
taken at low x, medium x, and high x, respectively. Starting
at x⫽0.15, spectra of the glasses broadly consist of three
modes, centered approximately at 210, 225, and at 260 cm⫺1,
which have been identified previously13–16 and will henceforth be labeled as CS 共corner sharing兲, ES 共edge sharing兲,
and CM 共chain mode兲, respectively. We generally observed
the scattering strengths of the CS and ES modes to increase
at the expense of the CM as the Si content x of the glasses
increased in the 0.15⬍x⬍0.333 range. Furthermore, at x
⭓0.19, the ES mode, the CS mode, and CM each displayed
increasingly asymmetric line shapes which could be deconvoluted into doublets as will be discussed in detail later.
Splitting of the ES mode from a broad unimodal band into a
doublet becomes conspicuous at compositions x⬎0.265. We
also noted that the scattering strengths of the high-frequency
component of the ES mode, the bond bending mode at 70
cm⫺1, and the bond-stretching doublet feature at 350 cm⫺1,
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FIG. 7. Raman scattering in the ht, mt and lt polymorphs of
c-SiSe2 compared to that in SiSe2 glass. Note that all polymorphs
show mode of ES tetrahedra near 245 cm⫺1. Mode of CS tetrahedra
are observed in the mt and lt crystalline phases and the stoichiometric glass.

FIG. 6. Raman scattering in Six Se1⫺x glasses revealing growth
in scattering strength of the Si共Se1/2兲4 CS and ES modes at the
expense of Se CM with x. Note that modes are symmetric at low x
共lowest panel兲 become asymmetric at medium x 共middle panel兲 and
split at high x 共top panel兲.

each progressively grows as x increases to 31 . These modes
will be shown to be signatures of a specific cluster which we
shall return to discuss in Sec. IV.
E. Raman spectra of stoichiometric SiSe2 glass and crystals

The structure of only one of the crystalline polymorphs,
the high-temperature 共ht兲 phase of SiSe2 has been analyzed.22
26
It is indexed on an orthorhombic cell in the D 2h
space group
and consists of infinitely long parallel chains of edge-sharing
Si共Se1/2兲4 tetrahedra running parallel to the crystallographic c
axis. Recently, two other polymorphs, a mt and a lt phase,

have been synthesized.23 The Raman and Si29 NMR of the
three SiSe2 polymorphs have been reported.24 The crystallographic structure of the mt and lt phases has yet to be solved,
to the best of our knowledge. The Raman-scattering and
NMR results on the mt and lt polymorphs reveal unequivocally presence of CS, in addition to ES, tetrahedra.
We confirm the existence of the mt and lt phase of
c-SiSe2. In Fig. 7 we compare Raman spectra of the three
polymorphs of crystalline SiSe2 with the stoichiometric
g-SiSe2. These results are generally in agreement with the
earlier report of A. Pradel et al.24 The comparison unequivocally shows that the high-frequency member of the ES mode
in the glass almost coincides in frequency with the A g mode
of the ht-crystalline polymorph14 at 245.58 cm⫺1 but deviates
somewhat from the ES mode either in the mt 共239.86 cm⫺1兲
or the lt phase 共241.97 cm⫺1兲 of c-SiSe2. Furthermore, the
A g mode at 80 cm⫺1 in the ht crystal has an analog at 70
cm⫺1 in the glass. The weakly excited B 2g and B 3g phonons
at 345 and 355 cm⫺1 in the ht crystal14 also have doublet
counterparts centered at 350 cm⫺1 in the glass spectrum. On
the other hand, the CS-mode feature in the glass has counterparts in the lt and mt SiSe2 polymorph.24 In particular, the
ES to CS mode scattering strength ratio in the lt phase and
the stoichiometric glass appear superficially similar. The
presence of a large number of lattice modes 共100 cm⫺1 and
below兲 in the lt and mt phases is akin to those encountered in
2D form of GeSe2, and these results are suggestive of crystal
structures possessing large unit cells. It is likely that in these
SiSe2 crystalline polymorphs, chains of CS tetrahedra occur
which are laterally coupled by dimeric ES units as in 2D
form of GeSe2. In Ref. 21 we provide a comparison of the
present Raman results with the 29Si NMR results24 on SiSe2
glass and the crystalline polymorphs of SiSe2. We shall return to discuss the implications of these results on the structure of the stoichiometric glass in Sec. IV.
For completeness it would be appropriate to mention that
in glasses at x⬎ 31 , a different mode is observed at 200 cm⫺1.
This mode is not observed in either the stoichiometric glass
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FIG. 8. Raman-scattering line shape in indicated glass deconvoluted in terms of three Gaussians reveals an excellent fit.

or the crystal at x⫽ 31 . This mode has been attributed14 to the
appearance of face-sharing Si2共Se1/2兲6 tetrahedra in the Sirich glasses (x⬎ 31 ) and will henceforth not be discussed further.
III. DECONVOLUTION OF RAMAN LINE SHAPES IN
GLASSES
A. Region I: Composition region 0.15ËxË0.19

In the low Si concentration range, Raman line shapes in
the glasses can be well reproduced as a superposition of three
symmetric Gaussians. In least-squares fitting the line shapes,
we kept the mean frequency (¯ ), full width at half maximum
共⌫兲, and intensity 共I兲 of a mode as variable parameters. Such
profiles are suggestive of cross linking of quasi-onedimensional Sen chains by Si atoms, to form isolated corner
sharing and bi-tetrahedral edge-sharing units in a random
fashion. Figure 8 provides an example of a line-shape deconvolution at a glass composition at x⫽0.15. Fits of a similar
quality are realized up to a Si concentration of x⫽0.18.
B. Region II „0.19ËxË0.22…

At higher Si concentrations, a deconvolution of the spectra in terms of three Gaussians appears to become inadequate. This is illustrated in Fig. 9 which shows a deconvolution of the line shape for a glass at x⫽0.22, in terms of
three 共top panel兲 as well as five Gaussians 共bottom panel兲,
with no restrictions on the line-shape parameters (¯ ,⌫,I) for
each of the Gaussians. The misfits on the peaks of the ES and
CM, and the high-frequency shoulder of the CM is transparent in the three-Gaussian fit. These misfits can be almost
eliminated by adding two more Gaussians to the fit; a companion to the ES and a companion to the CM. In a fiveGaussian fit, we found that the least-squares refinement
places the companions on the high-frequency side of the majority mode. None of the line-shape parameters were kept
fixed in the least-squares refinement.
The five-Gaussian deconvolution is sufficient to account
for the observed line shape in the 0.19⬍x⬍0.22 compositional range. The principal justification for the choice of five
Gaussians in the fit is that the unrestricted fit parameters lead

FIG. 9. Raman-scattering line shape in a Si0.22Se0.78 glass deconvoluted in terms of three 共top panel兲 and five 共bottom panel兲
Gaussians with no restrictions on line-shape parameters. Note that
the misfits on the central- and high-frequency modes present in the
three Gaussian fit are removed in the five Gaussian fit.

to the same quality of fits as measured by  2 , and appear to
change systematically with composition x as we shall discuss
in Sec. III D. In this compositional range, the splitting of the
ES and CM into a low-frequency and high-frequency component smoothly extrapolates to the result at low x and at
high x.
In region II, spectra of the glasses suggest a transition
from a random network at the low end (x⫽0.19) to a network in which structural correlations begin to appear on a
scale of two or three tetrahedra at the high end (x⫽0.22). As
we shall see later in Sec. IV the first of two stiffness transitions 共transition 1兲 marking the onset of rigidity occurs near
x⫽0.20.
C. Region III „0.23ËxË0.333…

At higher Si concentrations a five-Gaussian fit to the observed line shape can be improved upon by requiring an
additional Gaussian for the CS mode as the line shape becomes increasingly asymmetric. Figure 10 shows Raman
spectrum of a glass at x⫽0.25 which is analyzed in terms of
three and six Gaussians. Figure 11 shows a Raman spectrum
of a glass at x⫽0.30, analyzed in terms of three and six
Gaussians. In region III, each of the modes clearly requires
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FIG. 10. Raman-scattering line shape in a Si0.25Se0.75 glass deconvoluted in terms of three 共top panel兲 and six 共bottom panel兲
Gaussians with no restrictions on line-shape parameters. The leastsquares refinement places the companions of the CM and ES modes
on the high-frequency shoulder but the companion of the CS mode
on the low-frequency shoulder of the majority modes.

doublets. In region III the CM companion 共minority mode兲 is
placed by the refinement on the low-frequency shoulder of
the main mode 共majority兲. This is in contrast to the ES and
CS modes, where the companions are placed by the refinement on the high-frequency shoulder of the majority mode.

IV. DISCUSSION
A. Raman-scattering results and mode assignments

We have identified the rationale for the fitting procedure
共Secs. III A–C兲 used to deconvolute Raman line shapes in
the three compositional regions. In this section we shall now
summarize the results of this analysis and discuss mode assignments. At each composition, we have analyzed at least
three sets of spectra to look for consistency before averaging
the results. The result of this analysis is summarized in Figs.
13–15 which provide global compositional trends in mode
parameters, and suggest specific mode assignments which
will serve as a basis to discuss glass structure in Sec. IV B.
The normalized scattering strength ratios A n /A of the CS
(n⫽1), ES (n⫽2), and CM (n⫽3) as a function of x in the
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FIG. 11. Raman-scattering line shape in a Si0.30Se0.70 glass deconvoluted in terms of three 共top panel兲 and six 共bottom panel兲
Gaussians, with no restrictions on line-shape parameters. Note the
growth in scattering strength and splitting of the ES and CS modes.

examined range 0.15⬍x⬍0.33 appear in Fig. 12. As expected the CM scattering strength A 3 /A extrapolates to zero
as x increases to 31 . In making the plot of Fig. 14, the majority
and minority mode strengths for each of the modes were
added together. A particularly noteworthy feature of this plot
includes a discontinuous change in the A n /A ratio for the
CM and ES at the composition x⫽0.265 in the middle of
region III. At x⯝0.27, the increase in scattering strength of
ES chain is precipitous and derives largely from a decrease
in scattering strength of CM. Also noteworthy is the fact that
no discontinuities manifest at the boundaries between the
regions that could be an artifact of data reduction.
1. Majority and minority CS modes

The plots of Fig. 13 provide the x dependence of lineshape parameters related to the CS mode and include the
mode frequency  cs(x) 关Fig. 13共a兲兴 the normalized scattering
strength A cs /A 关Fig. 13共b兲兴 and the linewidth ⌫(x) 关Fig.
13共c兲兴. In region III, the CS mode splits into a majority and
minority mode, with the low-frequency component (CSlow)
representing the minority mode and the high-frequency component (CShigh) the majority mode. These compositional
trends suggest that the majority mode in region I represents
Si atoms cross-linking chains of Sen while the minority mode
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FIG. 12. Mode scattering strength A n /A(x) of the CS 共䊉兲, ES
共䊏兲, and CM 共䉱兲 as a function of x showing a precipitous growth of
ES tetrahedra at the expense of Sen chains x⭓0.27.

largely represents CS Si-atoms cross-linking chains of ES
units. Note that the minority mode has a narrower linewidth
共⬃7 cm⫺1兲 than that of the majority CS mode 共14 cm⫺1兲.
The larger linewidth of the majority CS mode is in harmony
with the floppy character of undercoordinated Sen chains that
the CS unit serves to cross link. Furthermore, the population
of the minority CS mode increases with x only at x⬎0.26
关see Fig. 13共b兲兴 supporting the proposed assignment that the
mode is related to the appearance of ES chains in the network 共Fig. 12兲. It is, of course, unreasonable to imagine that
in region III the proposed majority CS mode assignment of
region I continues to be signature of Si-tetrahedra crosslinking Sen chains, when the concentration of the latter species 共Fig. 12兲 decreases dramatically. In regions II and III,
and particularly at x⬎0.27, the character of this mode undergoes a change, and we suggest that it then represent chains of
CS tetrahedra in the network. The reduction in mode linewidth 关Fig. 13共c兲兴 and concomitant growth in the scattering
strength of the majority CS mode are in harmony with such
an assignment. A summary of mode assignments appears in
Table I.
2. Majority and minority ES modes

The plots of Fig. 14 provide x dependence of line-shape
parameters related to the ES modes. Mode frequencies of the
majority and minority ES mode appear in Fig. 14共a兲, their
normalized scattering strength ratios in Fig. 14共b兲, while
their linewidths appear in Fig. 14共c兲. Perhaps the most significant feature of these compositional trends is the mode
frequency variation 关Fig. 16共a兲兴 which reveals that the minority ES mode (EShigh) acquires a frequency of 245.3 cm⫺1
as x→ 31 . This mode frequency almost coincides with the A g
mode frequency in the ht SiSe2 phase 共Fig. 7兲. These results
suggest that SiSe2 glass consists, at least partially, of fragments of the out-of-phase 共OOP兲 ES chains as present in the
ht phase of c-SiSe2. Near x→ 31 , the majority ES mode with

FIG. 13. Raman line-shape parameters associated with the CS
mode: top panel  (x), middle panel A 1 (x)/A, and bottom panel
⌫(x). The CS mode splits into a majority and minority mode in
region III. Continuous lines demarcate the three regions while the
broken lines indicate the threshold x c (1) and x c (2) Si compositions. The error bars on mode frequencies are ⫾0.1 cm⫺1 and represent the size of the data points.

a mode frequency somewhat lower than the minority ES
mode frequency, is thought to result from Si tetrahedra
present in ES chains that are more distant from each other
than the OOP chains, such as the in-phase 共IP兲 ES chains.
Such ES chains form elements of the cross-linked chain clusters originally proposed by J. Griffiths et al.14 Gladden and
Elliott25 found such a cluster to contribute at least partially to
the structure factor of a glass at x⫽0.32 in their computer
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TABLE I. Summary of Raman mode assignments in Six Se1⫺x glasses at 0⬍x⬍ 3 suggested from present and previous reports.
Mean
frequency

Mode
EShigh

245 cm⫺1

a

ESlow

236 cm⫺1

CShigh

214 cm⫺1

a

206 cm⫺1

CSlow

CMhigh

CMlow
a

Low x 共region I兲

a

1

bi-tetrahedral ES units cross linking
Sen chains
A 1 mode of CS tetrahedra formed as
cross links of Sen chains

270 cm⫺1
258 cm⫺1

medium and high x 共regions II and III兲

Sen chain mode n⬎3, A 1 mode of
disordered chains

at x→ 3 , mode frequency coincides with that of A g
mode of c-SiSe2 ; A g mode of ‘‘out-of-phase’’ ES chains
共OOP chains兲 forming elements of CLCC
peculiar to glass; A g mode of ‘‘in-phase’’ ES chains
共IP chains兲 as elements of CLCR
chains of CS units forming part of CLCR
Minority mode; appears at x⬍0.25; mode of CS units
formed as cross links of ES chains
Minority mode; appears at x⬎0.19; Se-Se stretch mode
of Se pairs and/or 3-Se chain segments present at cross
links of ES chains
scattering strength diminishes drastically as x→ 31

Unbold modes are minority modes.

modeling studies. Note that linewidths of the majority ES
mode are in general larger than linewidths of the minority ES
mode. The OOP chains 共minority ES mode兲 are more compactly assembled motifs than IP chains 共majority ES mode兲,
and the narrower width of the former chains is a reflection of
their more uniquely defined packing geometry. The geometry of the IP chains is less restrictive, and such chain fragments cross linked by chains of CS tetrahedra are likely to
form elements of medium range order of the glasses at x
⬎0.27, and of the lt and mt phase of c-SiSe2 as suggested24
by the 29Si NMR results on these crystalline polymorphs.
At low x (0.15⬍x⬍0.19) and medium x (0.19⬍x
⬍0.23), the majority ES mode frequencies are significantly
lower 共by 3 cm⫺1兲 than their values near x→ 31 关Fig. 14共a兲兴.
At low x, the majority mode probably represents a mode of
isolated bi-tetrahedral ES units, i.e., Si2共Se1/2兲6 units, serving
to cross link Sen chain segments. At medium x, these bitetrahedral ES units become cross linked by CS units, nucleating a cross-linked chain-ring 共CLCR兲 structure. This view
is corroborated with the near halving of the majority mode
linewidth 关shown in Fig. 14共c兲兴 with x in the 0.15⬍x⬍0.30
range. One expects mode widths of isolated ES units in Sen
chains to be larger because of the intrinsic floppiness of the
chains. Formation of CLCR leads to a more connected structure, and the narrower mode widths are a consequence of the
underlying ring structure. The ES chains comprising the
CLCR structure grow in concentration with x, and this results in a packing problem, reflected in an increase in mode
width and molar volumes19 as x⬎0.30.
3. Majority and minority chain modes

The plots of Fig. 15 provide the x dependence of lineshape parameters of CM. For the CM, we had noted that the
majority mode frequency (CMhigh) is, in general, higher than
the minority mode (CMlow) frequency. The normalized scattering strength ratios of the majority and minority CM appear
in Fig. 15共b兲, and as expected both strengths extrapolate to
nearly zero as x→ 13 when the chains are fully cross linked.
We also find that the linewidth of the majority CM is, in

general, larger than the minority CM linewidth 关Fig. 15共c兲兴.
The mode frequencies, mode linewidths, and modescattering strengths for the majority CM in the present
glasses have analogies in Gex Se1⫺x glasses, and these results
are persuasive to suggest that the majority CM represents an
A 1 symmetric stretch mode of disordered Se chains. The
minority CM manifests at x⬎0.20, and we tentatively identify it with Se dimers and possibly Se trimers present at the
cross links of ES chains with CS units. In the proposed models of the cross-linked chain-cluster 共CLCC兲 and CLCR, Se
atoms serve to bridge between CS and ES units. It is likely
that for the more distant and therefore loosely packed IP
chains, Se dimers and/or trimers instead of Se atoms serve to
bridge ES and CS units. Such short Se chain segments may
help provide strain relief as bridges. Such chain segments are
identified with the minority CM in the spectra of the
Six Se1⫺x glasses.
We have summarized in Table I, the mode assignments
suggested by the compositional trends in Raman mode frequencies, widths, and scattering strengths in the present glass
system. The underlying eigenvectors are briefly commented
upon in the remainder of this subsection.
The A 1 mode of CS mode involves a symmetric stretch of
the four nearest-neighbor Se atoms along the tetrahedral
bond directions with the central Si cation remaining
stationary.14,16 For an isolated CS unit, the mode in question
involves only the Si-Se bond-stretching force constant and it
largely determines the frequency of the mode to be about
210 cm⫺1. Such a mode in a network glass of CS tetrahedra
is not expected to be entirely localized on a tetrahedra because of intertetrahedral couplings. The Se bridging angles
are close to but not exactly 90°. Thus presence of intertetrahedral couplings will delocalize the mode, broaden it, and
also increase the mode frequency with increasing connectivity of the network. In fact, the success of Raman scattering as
a probe of local elasticity in a network glass crucially rests
on the presence of these intertetrahedral couplings.
In contrast to the eigenvectors of the Raman active A 1
mode of CS units, those of the A g mode of ES units involve
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FIG. 14. Raman line-shape parameters associated with the ES
mode: top panel  (x), middle panel A 2 (x)/A, and bottom panel
⌫(x). The ES mode splits into a majority and minority mode in
regions II and III. See text for details. The error bars on mode
frequencies are ⫾0.1 cm⫺1 and represent the size of the data points.

displacements14,16 of the Se atoms at right angles to the twofold axis of a tetrahedral unit 共or the axis of ES units兲 and is
therefore not a pure bond-stretching mode.
The A 1 mode of helical chains of Se as in trigonal Se is a
symmetric breathing mode in which Se atoms displace normal to the chain axis.27 In a glass, chains are distorted and
the A 1 mode, although broadened, continues to have the
same microscopic origin. The A 1 mode in a Se glass 共250
cm⫺1兲 is significantly upshifted in relation to that in t-Se
共236 cm⫺1兲 and, at least one view20,27 attributes the shift to
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FIG. 15. Raman line-shape parameters of Se chain mode 共CM兲,
showing top panel  (x), middle panel A 3 (x)/A, and bottom panel
⌫(x). The chain mode splits into a majority and minority mode in
regions II and III. The error bars on mode frequencies are ⫾0.1
cm⫺1 and represent the size of the data points.

the more isolated or molecular character of chains present in
a glass in relation to those in the crystal.
B. Glass molecular structure evolution with connectivity

The richness of the Raman scattering line shapes in the
glasses, and particularly their variation with changes in glass
composition as small as ⌬x⫽0.01, as seen presently, provides crucial insights on the evolving molecular structure.
Glass structure in the chalcogenides has had its share of con-
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troversies, and the present binary is no exception. A stochastic random networks model description of these glasses was
developed by Sugai16 to account for the Raman spectra
across the whole composition range 0⬍x⬍ 31 . On the other
hand, a specific molecular fragment consisting of chains of
ES Si共Se1/2兲2 tetrahedra cross linked by CS ones was proposed by J. Griffiths et al.14 to account for the observed Raman modes in the glasses. The latter model has also found
support in attempts to develop computer models of an x
⫽0.32 glass, to account for the observed elastic neutron
structure factor. These structure factor results26 also found
little support for a stochastic random network at x⫽0.32.
In region I, it appears that chains and rings of Se are cross
linked by Si atoms in a random fashion by isolated CS units
and by isolated bi-tetratedral ES units 关Fig. 16共a兲兴. Indeed,
deconvolution of Raman line shapes in terms of three symmetric Gaussians is a very good representation of the data
and suggests that a stochastic random network description of
these glasses at x⭐0.19 is a reasonable description.16
With increasing x, and particularly in regions II and III,
line-shape deconvolution in terms of three Gaussians becomes rather inadequate, suggesting appearance of extended
range structures, such as the CLCR and CLCC structures
emerge as illustrated in Figs. 16共b兲 and 16共c兲. In the rings
共CLCR兲 in-phase ES chains are cross linked by chains of CS
units while in the cluster 共CLCC兲, out-of-phase ES chains
are cross linked by CS units. The majority 共minority兲 CS
mode represent signature of CLCR 共CLCC兲 medium range
structures as illustrated in Table I. The majority 共minority兲
ES modes likewise also provide signature of CLCR 共CLCC兲
structures.
In region III, perhaps the most striking feature of the Raman results is the discontinuous jump at x⫽0.27 followed by
a precipitous growth (x⬎0.27) in scattering strength of ES
tetrahedra at the expense of Se chain modes 共with relatively
little change in scattering strength of CS tetrahedra兲. In this
composition range evidence for growth in concentration of
CLCC structures occurs. In the Raman spectrum, one observes growth in scattering strength of both the 70- and
240-cm⫺1 modes 共counterpart of the Ag modes of ht SiSe2兲
along with the 345 and 350-cm⫺1 doublet 共counterpart of
B 2g and B 3g modes of ht SiSe2兲. In fact, the frequency of the
minority ES mode in SiSe2 glass actually coincides with that
of the A g mode frequency in the ht-SiSe2 phase. These results taken together constitute evidence for CLCC structure
of the out-of-phase ES chains as found in the ht phase of
c-SiSe2 populated in the stoichiometric glass.
There are, however, other vibrational features of SiSe2
glass that resemble those of the mt and lt phase of SiSe2
consisting of CLCR structures. For example, in both these
crystalline polymorphs modes of CS tetrahedra occur with
varying concentration ratios of ES to CS tetrahedra. In this
respect, the 29Si NMR results on the SiSe2 polymorphs are
far more quantitative, and reveal directly the concentrations
of Si tetrahedra having zero, E(0); one, E(1); or two E(2);
edge-sharing nearest neighbors as illustrated in Figs. 16共a兲–
共c兲. Thus only E(2) signatures appear in the ht SiSe2 as one
would expect based on the infinitely long ES chains present
in the known crystal structure. In the mt and lt polymorphs,
observed ratios of E(2):E(1):E(0) equal 2:2:1 and 1:1:0,
respectively, which may be contrasted to ratios of 1:2:1 in
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the stoichiometric glass. One possible interpretation of these
results is that the mt-crystalline phase consists largely of
CLCR’s, while the lt-crystalline phase consists of CLCC
structures, a speculation that could be checked by solving the
crystal structures of these phases. The structure of the stoichiometric glass thus has features of not only the ht- but also
the lt- and mt-crystalline phases.
The optical band gap E g (x) variation with x in the present
glasses reveals a sharp increase17 from 2.30 to 3.35 eV as x
increases in the narrow composition range 0.325–0.340, and
the color of the glasses changes from a gray-black (x
⭐0.32) to orange 共0.33兲 to yellow 共0.34兲. In the same composition interval glass transition temperatures T g (x) increase
at a higher rate 关Fig. 4共a兲兴. A first-principles theoretical attempt to understand T g changes with network connectivity
for random networks has now been made by Kerner and
Micoulaut.28 Clearly, changes in optical and thermal properties accompany evolution of substantial medium range structure in these glasses, providing perhaps one of the more
striking changes in structure with composition ever documented in a chalcogenide.
Given the richness of the present Raman results, it would
be of interest to carry forward a program of moleculardynamic simulations30 and to supplement in a more quantitative fashion the present molecular structure description of
Six Se1⫺x glasses. Such studies should also provide important
insights into the molecular origin of the onset of rigidity in
steps.
C. Stiffness transitions in Six Se1Àx glasses

The CS-, ES-, and CM-mode frequency variation with
glass composition,  cs(x),  es(x), and  se(x) plotted in Figs.
13共a兲, 14共a兲, and 15共a兲 are reproduced in Fig. 17 to facilitate
a comparison. In this section we shall analyze these variations and show that the observed trends provide evidence for
two stiffness transitions, an onset point at x⫽x c (1) labeled
transition 1 and a completion point at x⫽x c (2) labeled transition 2.
ES units forming part of a chain are overcoordinated (r̄
⫽2.67) and comprise the rigid regions of the network.
Sen -chain fragments possessing r̄⫽2, on the other hand,
comprise the floppy regions of the network. CS units play a
dual role; such units when cross-link Sen -chain fragments
probe the dynamics of these floppy chains, on the other hand
when CS units form part of a chain of CS tetrahedra or
cross-link ES chains these probe the dynamics of these rigid
fragments. For these reasons, the mode frequency variation
of ES and CM, provide directly the optical elastic response
of the rigid and floppy regions in Six Se1⫺x glasses. On the
other hand, mode frequency variation of CS tetrahedra displays a richer structure because of the dual role displayed by
such units probing both the rigid and the floppy regions.
There are several general features that become transparent
from the global trends shown in Fig. 17. The elastic response
共mode frequency squared兲 of the CM remains always sublinear in x across the connectivity range investigated. On the
other hand, the elastic response of ES tetrahedra which is
independent of x at x⬍x c (2), displays a superlinear response at x⬎x c (2), unambiguously identifying the composition x c (2) above which the network has become percola-
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FIG. 16. Molecular structure of Six Se1⫺x glasses suggested by Raman-scattering measurements. The ball and stick models illustrate
aspects of short- and medium-range structures at 共a兲 low x, 共b兲 medium x, showing a CLCR structure, and 共c兲 high x, showing a CLCC
structure. See Table I for additional details.

tively rigid. But perhaps the most revealing elastic response
comes from the CS units that reveal distinct kinks 共change in
slope兲 at x⫽x c (1) and ⫽x c (2). We observe a sublinear
variation in the optical elasticity in the transition region

x c (1)⬍x⬍x c (2), but a superlinear one thereafter, at x
⬎x c (2). It is transparent that Six Se1⫺x glasses are rigid in a
percolative sense only at x⬎x c (2) and are floppy at x
⬍x c (1), with a rather wide transition region 关 x c (1)⬍x
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FIG. 18. Local elasticity in the transition region x c (1)⭐x
⭐x c (2) is well described by a sublinear power law of p t
⫽0.71(10).

FIG. 17. Raman mode frequency variation of CS tetrahedra 共top
panel兲, ES tetrahedra 共middle panel兲, and CM 共bottom panel兲 as a
function of x in Six Se1⫺x glasses. See text for details. The error bars
on mode frequencies are ⫾0.1 cm⫺1 and represent the size of the
data points.

⬍xc(2)兴 over which a mechanical stiffening of the network
occurs.
1. Floppy region

Glass compositions at x⬍0.20 are considered to be generally floppy since Sen -chain fragments comprise the majority phase at low Si concentrations. In region I,  cs(x) varies
linearly with x, and one observes a mild slope d  cs(x)/dx
⫽0.12 cm⫺1 at. %Si. It would be instructive to recall here

that numerical simulations31,32 of elastic response of a bonddepleted diamond lattice reveal a flat response or zero slope
in the floppy region as there are no restoring forces. In such
simulations changes in connectivity are brought about by
cutting bonds between C atoms with no change in bonding
type. In the present experiments, however, changes in connectivity are brought about by chemical alloying, i.e., introducing fourfold coordinated Si atoms for twofold coordinated Se atoms. Such alloying also produces growth of the
chemically more stable Si-Se bonds at the expense of Se-Se
bonds. The small slope d  cs(x)/dx in the floppy region is of
chemical origin and results from presence of the more stable
heteropolar bonds in the network at the expenses of homopolar ones with increased connectivity.
At x⭓0.20, the average slope d  cs/dx increases by a factor of 3. The mode scattering strength variation 关Figs. 13共b兲
and 15共b兲兴 reveals that near x⫽0.20, CS units cross-linking
chains of Se increase sharply with x. Furthermore, near
x⫽0.20, the scattering strength of the minority CM 共dimer
and trimer links between ES and CS units兲 also increases
with x. These results suggest that rigidity is nucleated in
small CLCR structures of the type shown in Fig. 16共b兲. We
identify the composition x⫽x c (1)⫽0.20 as representing
transition 1, the onset of the stiffness transition in the present
glasses corresponding to a change in slope d  cs /dx. The
composition x c (1) correlates well with the onset of a sharp
reduction in the nonreversing heat flow in corresponding
glassy liquids 关see Fig. 4共b兲兴. As the glass composition increases to x⫽0.20, network stress reduces because the network becomes mechanically critical 关Eq. 共1兲兴. The underlying enthalpic changes associated with different molecular
configurations accessible to the network as the glass melts
acquire a minimum. These considerations are responsible for
the broad minimum in ⌬H nr in the 0.20⬍x⬍0.26 composition range.
2. Rigid region

We identify the rigid region in the present glasses at x
⬎x c (2)⫽0.270, where the elastic response of ES units and
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CS units displays a superlinear variation on mean coordination number. In Fig. 17共b兲, we note that both the majority
and minority ES-mode frequencies,  es(x), display a powerlaw behavior for the underlying local elasticity at x⬎0.27.
We have deduced this power law the usual way by plotting
2
⫺  2c ) against log10关 r̄⫺r̄ c (2) 兴 , and obtain
log10(  ES
low
p(ES )⫽1.33(10) and p(EShigh)⫽1.43(10) for the majority and minority modes 共Fig. 19兲, respectively. In this composition region, the ES modes are signatures of rigid regions
of the network which consist of CLCC and CLCR structures
eluded to earlier. In such structures, dimeric and trimeric ES
chains are cross linked by CS units or CS chains as illustrated in Figs. 16共b兲 and 16共c兲.
It is comforting indeed to see that several numerical
simulations31,32 of elasticity in networks constrained by ␣
and ␤ forces reveal a power law p⫽1.5 or 1.4 for the variation of the elastic constants in harmony with the present
results. These numerical results suggest that the composition
x⫽x c (2)⫽0.27 thus marks the completion of the stiffness
transition that was initiated at x⫽x c (1)⫽0.20, and label
x c (2) as transition 2.
We now comment on the observed  cs(x) variation at x
⬎x c (2). In general, CS tetrahedra occur in three structural
entities in the present glasses. Such tetrahedra cross link 共a兲
Sen chains, 共b兲 out-of-phase ES chains in the CLCR structure, and 共c兲 in-phase ES chains in CLCC structure. Thus
while units in 共a兲 represent the floppy part of the network,
units in 共b兲 and 共c兲 represent the rigid part of the network.
Since the concentrations of these units 共a兲, 共b兲, and 共c兲
changes systematically with x, the underlying local elasticity
2
 cs
(x) variation reveals subtle changes. For example, we
observe a dual power law 关Fig. 19共a兲兴, a lower power p r
⫽1.15(10) near x⫽x c (2), but a higher power at x⬎0.29 of
p r ⬘ ⫽1.62(10). At x⬎0.29, contributions to the local elasticity due to the floppy Sen segment decrease remarkably 共Fig.
12兲 and the optical elasticity measurements sample the rigid
phase of the network yielding the anticipated higher power
law.
3. Transition region

In the transition region, i.e., x c (1)⬍x⬍x c (2) between the
onset and completion of rigidity, the present results on
Six Se1⫺x glasses reveal that the local elasticity varies sublinearly with a reduced power law, p t ⫽0.71(10). The power
2
(x)⫺  2c (1) 兴
law p t was obtained by plotting log10关  cs
against log10关 r̄⫺r̄ c (1) 兴 in Fig. 18. The present Raman results also reveal that as viewed by CS mode frequency variation, transition 1 is clearly second order in r̄. On the other
hand, ES-mode frequency variations, both for majority and
minority modes 关Fig. 14共a兲兴, reveal that transition 2 is first
order in nature because of a small but sudden jump in mode
frequency near x⫽0.27. This is a delicate result and is localized on the rigid regions comprising the CLCC and CLCR
structures. In a generic sense this result is reminiscent of the
intrinsically heterogeneous character of a glass on a molecular scale and the power of Raman scattering to probe the
rigid and the floppy regions independently.
There are two other observations on these glasses that are
directly correlated with our Raman stiffness results. First, the
nonreversing heat flow, ⌬H nr(x), deduced from our MDSC

FIG. 19. Local elasticity in the rigid region starts out 共a兲 with a
power law p r ⫽1.15(10) and acquires a power law p r⬘ ⫽1.62(10) at
x⬎0.29 for corner sharing mode. Parallel results for the majority
ES mode 共b兲 show a power law p(ESlow)⫽1.33(10) for the majority mode and 共c兲 a power law p(EShigh)⫽1.43(10) for the minority
mode.

measurements, shows a deep and flat minimum in the transition region. In this composition range, the rigid 共CLCC and
CLCR structures兲 and floppy 共Sen chains兲 fragments of the
backbone are finely dispersed. This results in a minimum of
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network stress and minimal entropic changes when the glass
softens upon heating to T g resulting in the broad minimum in
⌬H nr(x). These trends mimic the activation energies for
stress relaxation E A (r̄) in chalcogenide glasses reported by
Böhmer and Angell.33 These observations conform to the
Phillips glass condition 关Eq. 共1兲兴 which expresses a mechanical critical point of the system. Specifically, these observations suggest that networks in the transition region occupy
the lowest 共global兲 minimum of the energy hypersurface and
that energy barriers between local minima get smaller as one
approaches the global minimum of the energy hypersurface.
The concept of an energy hypersurface has been invoked34 to
describe the nonergodic behavior of glass formation from
melts. The second correlation occurs with molar volumes of
these glasses reported by Johnson et al.29 that show a broad
minimum in the transition region. These results taken together reveal that in the transition region, fine dispersions of
floppy and rigid regions coexist not only minimizing network strain but also leading to the most compact packing. In
the transition region the glass structure evolves in a reversible fashion always trapped in the lowest energy state of the
energy hypersurface (⌬H nr→0).
In general, in percolation models of rigidity, elasticity
power law p⬎1.4 are expected. To obtain a value p⬍1, one
must invoke large scale 共or long-range兲 fluctuations such as
are discussed35 in equilibrium-scaling theory. Because ⌬H nr
is so small in the transition region, it is reasonable to compare our fitted value of p t ⫽0.71(10) with the smallest value
obtainable by finite-size scaling,35 which is 2/d⫽ 32 . The
value p t ⫽0.71(10) is much below 1.4 to be understood in
terms of short-range percolation models. These ideas are
consistent with the notion that in the transition region the
backbone consists not only of rigid and floppy fragments that
are strain free (⌬H nr→0) but also have a long coherence
length (p⬍1).
As a final comment in this section, it would be pertinent
to mention that optical elastic constants (  2 ) in glasses obtained from the present Raman-scattering measurements provide a local elastic response of the backbone. These results
permit one to establish which of the building blocks 共CS, ES,
or Se chains兲 forms part of the percolatively rigid backbone
as the connectivity increases above a threshold. Such results
are to be contrasted to bulk elastic constants on glasses deduced from ultrasonic echoes or Brillouin scattering. The
latter involve long-wavelength excitations and provide elastic constants that are a global average over the glass. And for
that reason not surprisingly where results are available6
共Ge-Se glasses兲 bulk elastic constants are found to be structureless. We are not aware of bulk elastic constant results on
the Si-Se binary.
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transitions;6 the onset of the stiffness transition 共transition 1兲
occurs near x⫽x c (1)⫽0.20 or r̄ c (1)⫽2.40 and a completion of the transition 共transition 2兲 at x⫽x c (2)⫽0.2275 or
r̄ c (2)⫽2.46. In the Gex Se1⫺x binary both transitions 1 and 2
appear to be second order in character as viewed by the CS
mode frequency variation. Thus transition 1, in both binary
glass systems, occurs near r̄ c (1)⫽2.40 close to the predicted
mean-field value. Transition 2, on the other hand, appears to
be upshifted in 具r典 by differing amounts in the two glass
systems. It is quite likely that these differences stem from the
underlying molecular structures of the glasses and these
ideas will be developed in forthcoming publications.
Recent numerical simulations36 on organized networks
have shown two rigidity transitions, one at r c (1)⫽2.375
from a floppy to an unstressed rigid phase, and a second one
at r c (2)⫽2.392 from an unstressed rigid to a stressed rigid
phase. Although the numerically predicted elastic thresholds
„r c (1),r c (2)… are lower than the experimental ones „r c (1)
⫽2.40, r c (2)⫽2.54…, nevertheless, the numerical results
provide insights. The simulations show that real glasses near
the rigidity transitions are organized at some level and not
random networks, and that the intermediate phase 关 r c (1)
⬍r⬍r c (2) 兴 may be characterized by a stress-free backbone.
And it is possible that the thermally reversing character of
glass transition in the intermediate phase is a manifestation
of the stress-free nature of the backbone.
V. CONCLUSIONS

Raman-scattering measurements on Six Se1⫺x glasses in
the Se-rich compositions, 0⬍x⬍ 31 , reveal modes of CS and
ES Si共Se1/2兲4 tetrahedra and of Sen chain modes which are
symmetric Gaussians at low x (x⬍0.19). At higher x, the
line shape of these modes becomes asymmetric, and each of
these modes requires at least two Gaussians for a deconvolution. Global variation of mode parameters such as frequency, scattering strength, and linewidth as a function of Si
concentration suggest a change in molecular structure from a
Sen chain network randomly cross linked by ES and CS tetrahedra at low x, to a network largely consisting of ES chains
cross linked by CS tetrahedra, as x→ 31 . Mode frequency
variation of the majority CS mode provides evidence of two
transitions in local elasticity; transition 1 at x⫽x c (1)⫽0.20
or r̄ c (1)⫽2.40 marking the onset of rigidity and transition 2
at x⫽x c (2)⫽0.265 or r̄ c (2)⫽2.53 marking the completion
of rigidity. These results correlate well with the nonreversing
heat flow ⌬H nr(x) measurements deduced from temperature
modulated DSC which reveal a broad minimum in the transition region x c (1)⬍x⬍x c (2) and a progressively increasing value of ⌬H nr as the network gets either floppy x
⬍x c (1) or rigid x⬎x c (2).

D. Stiffness transition in Six Se1Àx
and Gex Se1Àx glasses compared
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